REDLINE REQUEST PROCESS
Would your company like to sign the
CA Student Data Privacy Agreement (CSDPA), but you have some
questions about specific areas of the contract?
There is now a process for your request!

Prior to your Initial Request please
download and complete the Redline
Request Form found at
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www.studentdataprivacy.net
The Redline Request Form will need to be
submitted with your Initial Request

Prepare Requested Redlines

Submit a Ticket
Place a ticket for the CSPA
Admin to review your request
(remember to attach your
Redline Request Form)
https://citeticket.on.spiceworks.com

INITIAL REQUEST
Once your Initial Request has been
received, the CSPA Admin will contact you
and send you a copy of the MOU to be
signed prior to moving forward with the
review process.
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Once the MOU is signed and the Initial
BUILD LOYALTY
Fee has been received, the review process
will begin
Initial Fee can be paid at

https://cite.org/store/default.aspx
The MOU and fee structure were created so as to set the expectations of the review process,
speed up the process, have legal review throughout, and to ensure both parties earnest
dedication to the process

*NOTE: FEE WILL NOT BE CHARGED TO DISCUSS QUESTIONS - ONLY WHEN REDLINES ARE REQUESTED

COMPLETE MOU
The Initial Review of your Redline
Request will begin
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You will be contacted by the CSPA Admin
to set a meeting to discuss your concerns
and recommendations
The team* will discuss the laws, district
concerns, Provider concerns, business
practices etc.

The Initial Request time frame of 1 hour has been set based on
previous successful interactions regarding redline requests, if it is determined
that additional discussions are necessary, beyond the Initial Request, additional
fees will be accessed per the MOU
*The team, usually consisting of the LEA, CSPA Admin, Legal Advisors and you (the Provider)

TEAM REVIEW OF REDLINES
Once all redlines have been discussed
and agreed upon...

CSPA Admin will create
an addendum detailing
the approved Redlines

You are now in the
National database as an
approved (safe) Vendor

The LEA and the Provider
will sign the CSDPA

The LEA will upload the
signed Vendor-Specific*
CSDPA with Exhibit E to
the CSPA database

DPA APPROVED

For more information contact the
CA Student Data Privacy Admin
Libbi Garrett
libbi.garrett@cite.org
For more information about the
Student Data Privacy Consortium
use this link https://privacy.a4l.org/
You will also find special badging for CSPA and SDPC approved badging in the
Google App Hub!

CONTACT US

